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Qiao qiuruo, who was rescued again, never felt that it was such a beautiful thing to be
able to breathe, especially when she was held in Gu Wensheng's arms.

Chu nianwan saw this scene in her eyes for no reason. Not to mention Gu Wensheng's
wholehearted protection of Qiao qiuruo just now, she couldn't accept it.

"Why are you crazy? How can you protect her? I really don't know it's because of her
that we fall into this situation. I must make her life worse than death. "

"Have you said enough?" Gu Wensheng has been frowning. In his opinion, the crazy
person is Chu Nian late. "My business has nothing to do with you. If you don't want to,
you can go to the old man to cancel your engagement at any time."

Chu Nian was speechless at night. She didn't speak and didn't know what she was
thinking, but Gu Wensheng knew that she wouldn't terminate her engagement. Just as
he was about to hold Qiao qiuruo up, he heard her ask:

"You just said someone instigated you to take medicine. Who was that person?"

Mo Ming is absurd. She already has a candidate in her mind. If it is her, Chu nianwan's
eyes are dark, quiet and deep, dormant.

"It's Gu Ge." If qiaoqiu didn't think about it, he told the truth, and his heart was even
more regretful. She already knew that Gu Ge was at odds with Xia Jinsheng, and Gu
Wensheng had a good relationship with his second brother. How can Gu Ge sincerely
help her?

The more you think about it, the more wrong it is.

Both of them were stunned. Gu Wensheng didn't expect Gu Ge to do such a thing, and
Chu nianwan now blames her for all her sins.

It's on her anyway. How can you let it go. Her hands clucked and she ran out angrily
before others reacted.



Gu Wensheng was about to scold Qiao qiuruo, but found that her eyes turned over and
fainted directly. It's impossible to really let people faint at home.

Just about to hold her horizontally, his eyes suddenly trembled. His eyes were dark. He
actually saw a kiss mark on her neck.

Without thinking, he untied his collar and found that her neck was basically full of
ambiguous strawberries. The anger from nowhere blocked his whole body.

A black Rolls Royce suddenly appeared. A man in formal clothes and elegant black
leather shoes stopped in front of him. The visitor said condescending:

"Sorry, the little wild cat in your arms is mine. Would you please give her back to me?
"

The man's face is smiling like a spring breeze. He is very kind, but the light in his eyes
is not kind at all. He is paranoid and crazy.

Gu Wensheng frowned

Besides, Chu nianwan, with a kitchen knife, went to Gu Ge for revenge, which was
almost well known. It is said that she was like a Luocha from hell at that time.

People block killing, Buddha block killing Buddha.

Gu Ge gets a knife on his back. Finally, the police take Chu nianwan away. The old
man knows this and threatens to make Chu nianwan delicious and suffer.

When he learned the truth, he taught Gu Ge, the culprit, a lesson for a while, and even
her parents were expelled from the company. Chu Nian returned to his house that night.

Xia Jinsheng didn't see these things with her own eyes, but just listened to others.
Although she wanted to see Chu nianwan, Gu Nanchen didn't let him get into the
muddy water.

As for where Qiao qiuruo went, no one knows except Gu Wensheng.

Before, her teachers frequently came to teach. Gu Nanchen was familiar with him, so
he could talk.

It is worth mentioning that he liked the little guy so much that he came up with the
idea of recognizing Xia Jinsheng as his daughter.



The result was blocked by Xia Jinsheng's saying that "one day as a teacher and lifelong
as a father, they are so close that they don't need a godfather to do their daughter".
Unexpectedly, the next day, old Zhuang directly brought a Shuiling little boy.

Hearing the housekeeper's report, Gu Nanchen frowned, and then looked at the little
guy watching cartoons on the carpet, "little Tuanzi, have you finished your
homework?"

An elf ghost was stiff, turned around and looked at him wrongfully, "Daddy, it's only
Saturday today."

On Friday, the teacher assigned a manual homework that needs the cooperation of
parents. The little guy plans to do it on Saturday. At the moment, she is watching
cartoons with interest.

"Why do you want to support her?"

Xia Jinsheng brought fruit and tea. Some didn't understand what he meant. Gu
Nanchen was unhappy. His intuition told him that those who went back in the weather
yesterday must have bad intentions today.

After many times of understanding, he has seen that Zhuang is always a man who will
never stop until he reaches his goal. I'm sorry to tell Xia Jinsheng about this. He can
only say in a muffled voice:

"Nothing."

While talking, old Zhuang and the little boy had come in. When Xia Jinsheng saw the
little boy, his eyes lit up.

The little white face, soft curly hair, lovely little nose, exquisite facial features and
gentleman's clothes are like a little prince coming out of a fairy tale.

Oh, my God! Xia Jinsheng couldn't help but sigh that such a child is so cute. Would
you please give her a dozen?

"Take back your obscene sight." Gu Nanchen's hand shook in front of her unhappily.
The woman wanted to kill him sincerely, didn't she? Although the other party is still a
child, it just can't look at others.

Xia Jinsheng was quite speechless about this, but old Zhuang liked to touch his beard
and smile. He looked like a cunning and sinister fox.

"Let me introduce you. This is my eldest brother's grandson. He is six years old. Ziyan,



that's your lovely Yuxiu sister. Get to know her. "

Just as she wanted to call the little guy over, she found that the perverse little ball had
stood beside her at some time.

Holding a small skirt, he secretly looked at Zhuang Ziyan. Xia Jinsheng took a swipe
at the corners of his mouth. Sure enough, the tiger mother had no dogs. Their mother's
preferences were really the same.

"Brother Ziyan, Hello, I'm your Yuxiu sister."

This Yuxiu sister, why don't you go to heaven? Xia Jinsheng twitched again. When he
looked at Gu Nanchen, he saw him holding his fist and gnashing his teeth.

It's said that he has a bad intention. Gu Nanchen now knows that the old man is
abducting his wife, so he has an eye on her daughter.

It's shameless to use a beautiful man. It seems to be very useful to see the little guy
like that.

"Oh, children are the same age. It's good to play together." Old man Zhuang smiled
more and more ill intentioned. He seemed to have seen that his nephew would take the
little guy home in the near future.

The radian of the corner of his mouth widened and widened. Gu Nanchen wanted to
throw him out. Now, old Zhuang didn't think that one day he would want to insert
willows into the shade.

"Ziyan, right? What do you want to eat? I'll ask the nanny to cook it for you. " Xia
Jinsheng directly ignored the two men's infighting. The boy's words were soft and cute
and won her heart.

The inspired motherhood made Xia Jinsheng want to give him the best.

"Thank you, sister. Can I have orange juice?" Zhuangzi Yan was not afraid of life.
Shuirun's eyes looked at her directly. Xia Jinsheng only felt that he had been hit by a
pink arrow in his heart.

It's so cute. She wants to be kept in captivity“ Of course not. " After answering, she
couldn't control her evil hand and touched Zhuang Ziyan's face.

It's smoother than silk. Q plays incomparably. Touching her, she is reluctant to let go.

The little guy ran out to be a flower escort, glared at her angrily and said, "Mommy, go



and prepare orange juice." When he turned to Zhou Ziyan, he immediately changed his
face, innocent and lovely, "brother Ziyan, what else do you want? I have a lot of
snacks here. "

"Too many snacks, bad teeth, not long body." Zhou Ziyan taught her a lesson,
frowning slightly like a little adult.

"No." The little guy shook his head like a rattle, "Mommy greedy bought a lot."

The little guy secretly praised his acting skills without blinking his eyes. Gu Nanchen
has been listening to the conversation between the two children, and silently writes
down Xia Jinsheng's touching Zhou Ziyan.

On Saturday, Lao Zhuang basically instructed Xia Jinsheng to teach him some
knowledge. Gu Nanchen dealt with things at work. Two little guys were playing in the
yard outside.

At the beginning, the little guy had some scruples. His nature was completely exposed
behind him. He could have fun with great strength.

When I saw them off in the evening, the little guy reluctantly turned back step by step.
Without taking a few steps, she suddenly shook off Xia Jinsheng's hand and went
straight to Zhou Ziyan, "Mommy, I want to go back with brother Ziyan."

The air circulation in his hand dissipated the warmth just now. Xia Jinsheng looked at
the little guy behind Zhou Ziyan in tears and laughter, "don't you want mommy?"

"Mommy can come with me. Brother Ziyan said that there was a handsome big brother
in their family. "

Gu Nanchen listens, that's OK. He came forward and was about to take the little guy
away. As a result, little clever kept crying, "no, I'm going to be with brother Ziyan."

Old Zhuang, who succeeded in the plot, was so elated that at last the two couples had
to agree that the little guy would stay at Ziyan for one night.

"Long live." The little guy jumped three feet high happily. Chuang Tzu Yan beside her
pursed his lips. He forgot to tell the stupid sister that it was OK for him to stay for the
night.

Looking at the figure of the little guy walking farther and farther away, Xia Jinsheng
suddenly felt sad. She couldn't help her, even though the little guy was only five years
old. A little bigger, that's OK.



"People have gone far. Don't look." Gu Nanchen's hand blocked her sight and
suddenly hugged her Princess. Regardless of her struggle, she aimed at her cherry lips
and kissed, "now we can settle the account. You touched the boy before."

Words are more than ordinary acids.

"Children, do you care?"

Xia Jinsheng was funny and looked at his reaction until he heard the sentence "I know
I shouldn't comment on a person's preferences, but I started in three years and the
highest death penalty."

Shit! Xia Jinsheng glared angrily. This man is so shameless that he distorted her
appreciation of Zhengtai into a pedophile, asshole!

Punch you in the chest with a little fist.

"Let's have one, too."

"Ah?" With the rise of her hammer, her brain hasn't turned around yet. Her cute
appearance is a crime.

Gu Nanchen said no more, just close the door and pull the light.
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